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Abstract

In many applications, wireless ad-hoc networks are formed by devices belonging to independent users.
Therefore, a challenging problem is how to provide incentives to stimulate cooperation. In this paper, we study
ad-hoc games—the routing and packet forwarding games in wireless ad-hoc networks. Unlike previous work
which focuses either on routing or on forwarding, this paper investigates both routing and forwarding. We
first uncover an impossibility result—there does not exist a protocol such that following the protocol to always
forward others’ traffic is adominant action. Then we define a novel solution concept calledcooperation-
optimal protocols. We present Corsac, a cooperation-optimal protocol which consists of a routing protocol and
a forwarding protocol. The routing protocol of Corsac integrates VCG with a novel cryptographic technique to
address the challenge in wireless ad-hoc networks that a link’s cost (i.e., its type) is determined by two nodes
together. Corsac also applies efficient cryptographic techniques to design a forwarding protocol to enforce
the routing decision, such that fulfilling the routing decision is theoptimal action of each node in the sense
that it brings the maximum utility to the node. We evaluate our protocols using simulations. Our evaluations
demonstrate that our protocols provide incentives for nodes to forward packets. Additionally, we discuss the
challenging issues in designing incentive-compatible protocols in ad hoc networks.

Keywords Ad Hoc Networks; Incentive Compatibility; Routing; Packet Forwarding.

1 Introduction

Many wireless ad-hoc networks are currently being designed or deployed, driven by the vision of any-time, any-
where connectivity [30, 38, 43] and the wide availability of wireless communication devices such as PDAs, cell-
phones, and 802.11 access points. The functioning of such ad-hoc networks depends on the assumption that nodes
in the network forward each other’s traffic. However, because forwarding packets consumes scarce resources such
as battery power, when the nodes in the network belong to different users, they may not have incentives to forward
each other’s traffic.

To stimulate nodes to forward each other’s traffic, many methods have recently been proposed and evaluated
(e.g., [4, 5, 6, 7, 24, 27, 33, 34, 3, 41, 48]). Given the complexity and the subtlety of the incentive issues, researchers
start to formally apply game-theoretic techniques to analyze and design protocols in wireless ad-hoc networks,
by modeling the nodes in the networks as selfish users whose goals are to maximize their own utilities (e.g.,
[2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 27, 32, 41, 45, 48]). Although much progress has been made in the last few years, several
fundamentalissues remain unaddressed.

∗This paper is partly based on a previous paper presented in MOBICOM 2005. Sheng Zhong was supported in part by NSF grants ANI-
0207399 and CNS-0524030. This work was partly done while Sheng Zhong was at Yale University. Yang Richard Yang was supported in
part by NSF grants ANI-0207399 and ANI-0238038.
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A major lacking of previous studies is that they focus on a single component. Specifically, the previous studies
focus either on the routing component (e.g., [2, 45]) or the packet forwarding component (e.g., [17, 27, 32, 48]).
However, it is clear that both routing and packet forwarding are needed to build a complete system. The routing
component determines a packet forwarding path from a source to a destination; it may also determine how many
credits a node on the path will receive after forwarding each packet. However, because the nodes on the path
should receive credits if and only if they actually forward packets, we also need the packet-forwarding component
to verify that forwarding does happen. The designs of both the routing component and the forwarding component
are challenging: the routing component should discover efficient packet forwarding paths (such as power-optimal
paths) even when the nodes are selfish and thus may try to cheat to improve their utilities; the packet-forwarding
component should address the fair exchange problem where no node wants to make a commitment before the
others do [39]. Although both individual components are challenging, it is more challenging to design and analyze
a complete system that integrates both routing and forwarding, given the interdependency of the two components.
In the more general networking context, for scalable designs, many network systems are designed using a layered
architecture; that is, an upper layer component relies on a lower layer component. Also, many network functions
are implemented in multiple stages. However, there was no previous methodology in investigating the joint incen-
tive properties of a system involving multiple components or stages where each component or stage needs to deal
with incentive issues.

The integration of multiple stages/components is particularly challenging in wireless ad-hoc networks because
the wireless and ad-hoc nature may make it impossible to design protocols with strong incentive properties. Con-
sider the forwarding protocol. An ideal forwarding protocol is one in which power-efficient paths are discovered;
network nodes on the paths forward traffic; and following the protocol is adominant actionfor each node [36];
that is, no matter what other nodes do, following the protocol always brings the maximum utility to a node. We
call such a protocol a forwarding-dominant protocol. A forwarding-dominant protocol is more desirable than a
protocol that achieves a Nash equilibrium, since typically there exist multiple Nash equilibria [15] and it is hard to
make a system converge to a desirable Nash equilibrium in a distributed setting [29]. However, an issue that has
not been investigated before is whether a forwarding-dominant protocol exists. If not, what is a good and feasible
solution concept?

The unique properties of wireless ad-hoc networks also imply that tools from game theory may not be directly
applicable or a direct application may result in incorrect results. Novel techniques are needed to adapt classic
game theory tools to the new settings. Consider the classic VCG (Vickrey-Clark-Groves) mechanism [10, 22, 44],
which has been applied to route discovery in wireless ad-hoc networks [2]. To discuss the challenge of applying
VCG to wireless networks, we first briefly review the VCG mechanism as follows. Assume that each user has a
privatetype (the notion of type in specific settings will be clear later). A user declares its type (which may or may
not be the true type) to a social planner, who decides an outcome to optimize a social objective and a payment to
each user. The outcome and the payments are determined in such a way that reporting type truthfully is a dominant
action and thus the computed outcome is socially optimal. A classic application of the VCG mechanism is the
second-price auction. In this problem, the type of each user is its internal value of a given item and the objective
of the planner is to choose the user who values the item the most. Then according to the VCG mechanism, each
user declares its value of the item (called a bid) to the planner, the planner assigns the item to the user who makes
the highest bid, and this user pays the second highest bid. It can be shown that under this mechanism, declaring
the true value of the item is a dominant action of each user; that is, regardless of the declarations of all other users,
the best action of a user is to declare its true value.

Although the VCG mechanism has been applied to many networking problems in general (e.g., [14, 35, 37])
and to routing protocols in particular (e.g., [2, 13]), wireless ad-hoc networks pose unique challenges. In particular,
the VCG mechanism assumes that each user has a private type which isinternal to the user. Therefore, to apply
VCG directly, a user must be able to determine its type by itself. In wireless ad-hoc networks, for the problem
of power-efficient routing, the type of a node includes the power levels to reach its neighbors. However, a node
alone cannot determine these power levels because it needsfeedbacksfrom its neighbors [30]. Since the nodes
are non-cooperative, these feedbacks may allow one node to cheat its neighbors in order to raise its own welfare.
Such mutually-dependent types have not been addressed before, neither in the game theory community nor in
the networking community. Such mutual dependency is challenging to address; for example, the authors of [48]
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comment that VCG cannot be applied because there is no private type in wireless ad-hoc routing. Ignoring such
mutual dependency may introduce serious flaws into protocols. For example, in Section 4.1, we show that the
Ad-hoc VCG protocol [2] is flawed because it does not properly handle cheating in estimating power levels.

The objective of this paper is to address the above issues. Our contributions can be summarized as follows.
We first show that there does not exist a forwarding-dominant protocol; that is, in the context of wireless ad-

hoc networks, there does not exist a protocol implementing both routing and packet forwarding such that under
the protocol nodes always forward packets, and that following the protocol is adominantaction. A key reason for
the impossibility result is that the success of packet forwarding depends on the cooperation of all nodes on a path.
However, since the nodes in a wireless ad-hoc network are distributed, there are cases where it is impossible for the
system to pinpoint the misbehaving node when a failure occurs. Thus it is infeasible to design a dominant protocol,
because such a protocol requires that a node be cooperative even when some other node is not cooperative. Given
the impossibility result and the previous misunderstanding of dominant actions in wireless ad-hoc networks, we
need to search for a new, feasible solution concept in the context of wireless ad-hoc networks.

Then we define the novel concept of acooperation-optimal protocolfor non-cooperative selfish users in a wire-
less ad-hoc network. The concept of a cooperation-optimal protocol is novel in that it consists of two sub protocols
for the two stages of a node’s routing-and-forwarding behavior: the routing protocol and the forwarding protocol.
The requirements of a cooperation-optimal protocol are “weaker” than those of a forwarding-dominant proto-
col. However, if feasible, it also stimulates cooperation. We show the feasibility of the concept of cooperation-
optimal protocols by designing a cooperation-optimal protocol called Corsac, a Cooperation-optimal routing-and-
forwarding protocol in wirelessad-hoc networks using cryptographic techniques. Specifically, the routing protocol
of Corsac uses cryptographic techniques to prevent a node from cheating in the direction where the node can ben-
efit. Thus, a combination of incentive consideration and security techniques allows us to provide a novel solution
to the mutually-dependent-type problem. The routing protocol is also integrated with a novel data forwarding
protocol based on cryptographic techniques to enforce the routing decision. The routing and forward protocols are
integrated in such a way that fulfilling the routing decision is theoptimal actionof each node in the sense that it
brings the maximum expected utility to the node.

We evaluate our protocols using simulations, taking into account the probabilistic nature of MAC and radio
propagation [11, 18, 46, 47]. We evaluate the relationship among credit balance, the total energy spent in forward-
ing each other’s traffic, and the position of a node. We show that our protocols are fair in that nodes forwarding
more packets receive more credits. We evaluate the relationship among Euclidean distance between the source and
the destination of a session, the payment to the intermediate nodes, and the energy consumed by the intermediate
nodes. We show that it is mainly the topology, instead of Euclidean distance, which determines the payment. We
evaluate the effects of stopping a node from generating new packets when its credit balance is below a threshold.
We also evaluate the effects of cheating and show that following our protocols brings higher utility.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first describe our network model and an impossibility result
in Section 2. Then we give our new solution concept in Section 3. We present the design and analysis of our
routing and forwarding protocols in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. In Section 6 we present our evaluation results.
We discuss incentive-compatible solutions in general in Section 7. We conclude in Section 8.

2 Network Model and An Impossibility Result on Ad-Hoc Games

2.1 A Model of Ad-hoc Games

Consider an ad-hoc network formed by a finite number of nodesN = {1, 2, . . . , N}. We assume that each nodei
has only a discrete setPi of power levels at which it can send packets (e.g., Cisco Aironet cards and Access Points
can be configured with a few power levels such as 1 mW, 5 mW, 20 mW, 30 mW, 50 mW and 100 mW [9]).

For each (ordered) pair of nodes(i, j), we assume that there is a minimum power levelPi,j at which nodei
can reach nodej. That is, when nodei sends a packet, nodej receives the packetif and only if nodei sends the
packet at a power level greater than or equal toPi,j . It is possible thatPi,j = ∞, which means that even if nodei
sends a packet at its maximum power level, nodej still cannot receive the packet. The above transmission model
is a binary model. Our results are extended to a more general lossy link model in [49].
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As in previous approaches, we model routing and forwarding as uncooperative strategic games in game the-
ory [36]. We call the gamesad-hoc games. In an ad-hoc game, each player is a node who may participate in
routing and packet forwarding. A nodei chooses anactionai. Given a communication protocol, the actionai may
or may not follow the protocol. Specifically, for each computational task the protocol requires nodei to complete,
ai may replace the task with an arbitrary polynomial-time algorithm; for each message the protocol requires node
i to send,ai may either withhold the message or replace it with an arbitrary message and send the new message
at an arbitrary power level. However, to simplify our model, we do not allowai to send more messages than it
is supposed in the protocol. As a notational convention, we usea to denote the actions of all nodes, anda−i the
actions of all nodes except nodei. Note that botha anda−i are vectors. Sometime we writea = (ai, a−i) to
denote that the action profilea where nodei takes actionai and the other nodes take actionsa−i. The action
profilea of all nodes decides each node’sutility in this game. A nodei’s utility ui consists of two parts:

ui = −ci + pi,

whereci is nodei’s cost, andpi nodei’s payment. In this paper, both cost and payment incur for data packets.
We ignore the cost of control packets because control packets are in general smaller and are only generated at the
beginning of a session.

We distinguish two cases in explaining cost and payment:

• If nodei is outside the packet forwarding path, then clearly bothci andpi should be0.

• If node i is on the packet forwarding path, thenci stands for the energy cost consumed in forwarding data
packets,1 andpi stands for the credit it receives from the system for forwarding the data packets. Whenever
an intermediate nodei forwards a data packet at power levell, the corresponding cost isl · αi, whereαi

is a cost-of-energy parameter. Hereαi reflects nodei’s internal states such as remaining battery and the
valuation of each unit of power.

Note that bothci andpi are decided by the actions of all players:

ci = ci(a);

pi = pi(a).

Definition 1 In a non-cooperative strategic game, adominant actionof a player is one that maximizes its utility
no matter what actions other players choose [36]. Specifically,ai is nodei’s dominant action if, for anya′i 6= ai

and anya−i,
ui(ai, a−i) ≥ ui(a′i, a−i).

It is clear that an ideal ad-hoc network is a network where forwarding others’ packets is a dominant action.
More precisely we have the following definition for a forwarding-dominant protocol:

Definition 2 In an ad-hoc game, aforwarding-dominant protocolis a protocol in which 1) a subset of the nodes
are chosen to form a path from the source to the destination; 2) the protocol specifies that the chosen nodes should
forward data packets, and 3) following the protocol is a dominant action.

2.2 Non-existence of Forwarding-Dominant Protocol

As a surprising result, we show that there is no forwarding-dominant protocol for ad-hoc games.

Theorem 1 There does not exist a forwarding-dominant protocol for ad-hoc games.

1We focus on transmission power consumption because receiving power consumption is generally fixed and thus can be included at a
fixed value. There are also effective methods such IEEE 802.11 sleeping modes to reduce power consumption in idle states.
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Proof: We prove by contradiction. Suppose that there exists a forwarding-dominant protocol. Then we consider
a source nodeS, a destinationD, and a node distribution in which there is a link(i, j) on the packet forwarding
path such that

• Pi,j < ∞, which means that nodej can receive packets sent by nodei;

• Pi,l = ∞, for anyl 6= j, which means that any other node cannot receive any packet sent by nodei.2

Figure 1 shows the setup.

S D
i

communication radius
using maximum power

j

Figure 1: Illustration of the setup for the impossibility result.

We compare two action profiles. All nodes except nodei have the same actions in both profiles. In both action
profiles, any node excepti, j follows the protocol faithfully. Also in both action profiles,j almost follows the
protocol except that it behaves as if it did not receive the data packet with sequence number0, even if it does
receive the packet.3 However,i has different actions in these two profiles: the actionai means thati faithfully
follows the protocol and forwards all packets; the actiona′i means thati follows the protocol except that it discards
the data packet with sequence number0. Obviously, by no means can the system distinguish these two action
profiles, because packet0 is always discarded and there is no way to know who discards it. Therefore, these two
profiles bring the same payment toi:

pi(ai, a−i) = pi(a′i, a−i).

On the other hand,ai has a greater cost thana′i because it forwards one more packet:

ci(ai, a−i) > ci(a′i, a−i).

Thus we get
pi(ai, a−i)− ci(ai, a−i) < pi(a′i, a−i)− ci(a′i, a−i),

which is equivalent to
ui(ai, a−i) < ui(a′i, a−i).

This contradicts the definition of dominant action. 2

Remark The above theorem applies only if each node is autonomous and has the freedom to choose its behavior.
If, for example, the nodes’ behavior is restricted by installed tamper-proof hardware, then a forwarding-dominant
protocol can be designed. Specifically, consider the extreme situation in which each node is completely built on
tamper-proof hardware — in this case, any protocol that forwards all packets is a dominant solution. However,
ad-hoc networks formed by nodes with tamper-proof hardware may not be the common case.

Remark The above theorem is valid in not only our model, but alsomany alternative models. For example,
although our model assumes asymmetric links (i.e.,Pi,j is not necessarily equal toPj,i), the above theorem is also
valid with symmetric links (i.e., ∀(i, j), Pi,j = Pj,i), if reliable overhearing is not available. Even if we assume
symmetric links plus reliable overhearing, the above theorem is still valid as long as the protocol cannot always
use the maximum power level for transmission. Proofs under these models are similar.

2We can make sure that such(i, j) exists on the packet forwarding path by considering a situation in which every path fromS to D
contains a link that satisfies the two conditions. Therefore, no matter which path is chosen as the packet forwarding path, there is always a
pair (i, j) on the packet forwarding path that satisfies these conditions.

3It can be the case thatj’s utility is lower if it pretends that it did not receive the packet when it does receive the packet; for example,
see [48]. However, this is a valid action ofj.
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3 The Concept of a Cooperation-Optimal Protocol

Given the surprising result that there is no forwarding-dominant protocol to ad-hoc games, we need to weaken
the requirements so that feasible protocols can be designed and the protocols stimulate cooperation. Below we
introduce the concept of a cooperation-optimal protocol for wireless ad-hoc networks with non-cooperative selfish
users.

Specifically, the routing and forwarding behavior of a node occurs in two stages: the routing stage and the
forwarding stage. Accordingly, each node’s action in the ad-hoc game is divided into two parts: its subaction
in the routing stage and its subaction in the packet forwarding stage. In the routing stage, the nodes’ subactions
jointly decide arouting decision— the content of this routing decision is all nodes’ forwarding subactions, which
specify what each nodeis supposed to doin the forwarding stage. In the forwarding stage, the routing decision
(i.e., what each node is supposed to do in this stage) and the nodes’ forwarding subactions (i.e., what each node
really does in this stage) jointly decide each node’s utility.

Formally, we haveai = (a(r)
i , a

(f)
i ), wherea

(r)
i is nodei’s subaction in the routing stage, anda

(f)
i is i’s

subaction in the forwarding stage. Leta denote the actions of all nodes,a(r) the routing subactions of all nodes,
anda(f) the subactions of all nodes during packet forwarding.

A routing decisionR is decided by the routing subactions of all nodes:

R = R(a(r)).

Since a routing decision consists of all nodes’ supposed forwarding subactionsâ(f), we also write

R = â(f).

Finally, each node’s utilityui is decided by the routing decisionR and the nodes’ actual subactionsa(f) in the
forwarding game:

ui = ui(R, a(f)).

It is clear that utilities given as above are consistent with the original definition of utilities in ad-hoc games.

RemarkThe possibility of dividing a game into stages has also been suggested by Feigenbaum and Shenker in their
PODC tutorial slides [16]. In [40], Shneidman and Parkes investigated faithful implementation for interdomain
routing. The definitions above divide an ad-hoc game into two stages.

3.1 Defining Solution Concept to the Routing Stage

Definition 3 Given a routing decision, theprospective routing utilityof a node is the utility that it will achieve
under the routing decision, if all nodes in the packet forwarding stage follow the routing decision (i.e., if each node
takes the forwarding subaction designated by the routing decision). Formally, letR(= â(f)) be a routing decision.
Then nodei’s prospective routing utility is

u
(R)
i = ui(R, â(f)).

Note thatu(R)
i depends only onR, and thatR is decided by the routing subactionsa(r). Therefore,u(R)

i is
decided bya(r). Formally, we write

u
(R)
i = u

(R)
i (a(r)).

Definition 4 In a routing stage, adominant subactionof a potential forwarding node is one that maximizes its
prospective routing utility no matter what subactions other players choose in this stage. Formally,a

(r)
i is nodei’s

dominant subaction in the routing stage if, for anyā
(r)
i 6= a

(r)
i , anya

(r)
−i

u
(R)
i (a(r)

i , a
(r)
−i ) ≥ u

(R)
i (ā(r)

i , a
(r)
−i ). (1)
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RemarkIn the above definition, note thata
(r)
i , ā

(r)
i , a

(r)
−i are all program segments responsible for routing. Because

these program segments might contain coin flips (due to using probabilistic algorithms), for practical purpose, we
require only that Equation (1) be satisfiedwith high probability,4 where the probability is computed over the coin
flips in the involved program segments.

Also note that in the above definition we follow the convention of focusing on motivating nodes to forward
traffic (e.g., [2, 13, 23, 35]); therefore the definition applies only to the potential forwarding nodes.

Definition 5 A routing protocol is arouting-dominant protocol to the routing stageif following the protocol is a
dominant subaction of each potential forwarding node in the routing stage.

To finish defining the routing stage, we also need to decide who should do the route computation. To avoid an
online central node to perform all computation, in our model, the destination of each session does the computation.
Because the destination does not need to pay any node, neither will it receive any payment, it is likely to be reliable.
This is particularly true in a hybrid architecture such as [27, 31, 3], where the destination is a base station. If there
is a possibility that the destination is not trustworthy in computation, we can apply a sampling technique to validate
the computation of the destination. That is, for a randomly chosen session, a node may initiate a validation session
to check if the computation is valid. The node or a central authority collects the relevant information sent to the
destination and verifies the computation. In the case that the central authority is not available online, if a node
detects cheating, it can report all relevant information to the central authority offline. If cheating by a destination is
detected, a high penalty is assessed (e.g., the destination is removed from the system). To prevent potential denial
of service attack on such a validation process, the number of sessions that can be sampled by a node should be
limited.

3.2 Defining Solution Concept to the Forwarding Stage

The separation of routing and forwarding facilitates design. However, there was no previous study in the context
of networking in analyzing the incentive issues of a system consisting of multiple interdependent protocols. To
analyze such systems, we adopt the concept of extensive games.

Specifically, we consider anextensivegame model. This model can be represented as a game tree: each vertex
of the game tree corresponds to a wireless node (but each wireless node corresponds to multiple vertices in the
game tree) and each edge going out of the vertex stands for a possible decision by this node in the forwarding
stage. See Figure 2 for an example of game tree. Clearly, each subtree of the game tree corresponds to a subgame
and each path from the root down to a leaf corresponds to a possible set of decisions by the wireless nodes in the
forwarding stage. In classic game theory, such a path is said to be asubgame perfect equilibriumif it is a Nash
equilibrium for every subgame.

Node 1

tamper

drop forward

Node 2

drop
tamper

forward

drop

tamper

forward

Last node

Figure 2: An example game tree.

4High probability means1 minus a negligible function, which decreases super-polynomially. See,e.g., [21], for a formal definition of
negligible functions.
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Definition 6 A forwarding protocol is aforwarding-optimal protocol to the forwarding stageunder routing deci-
sionR if all packets are forwarded to their destinations in this protocol and following the protocol is a subgame
perfect equilibrium under routing decisionR in the forwarding stage.

3.3 Defining Solution Concept to the Ad-hoc Game

Definition 7 A protocol is acooperation-optimal protocolto an ad-hoc game if

• its routing protocol is a routing-dominant protocol to the routing stage;

• for a routing decisionR generated by the preceding routing subactions, its forwarding protocol is a forwarding-
optimal protocol to the forwarding stage underR.

To find a cooperation-optimal protocol to an ad-hoc game, we first design a routing-dominant protocol to the
routing stage and then an forwarding-optimal protocol to the forwarding stage. Combining these two protocols
together, we design a cooperation-optimal to the ad-hoc game.

4 A Routing Protocol for the Routing Stage

In this section, we present a protocol for the routing stage. The routing decision is based on the well-known
VCG mechanism. However, we will first show that, a straightforward application of VCG to this problem (e.g.,
the Ad-Hoc VCG protocol [2]) isnot a dominant-subaction solution due to the special properties of wireless ad-
hoc networks. Then, we construct a dominant-subaction solution by combining VCG with a novel cryptographic
technique.

4.1 VCG Payment

To motivate our design, we first briefly describe a straightforward application of VCG to this problem. (This is a
simplified version of the Ad-Hoc VCG protocol [2]. We omit some details of [2] to make the presentation clearer.)
Suppose that the destination collects the cost for each node to reach each of its neighbors (where a neighbor is
a node that the node under discussion can reach at some power levell ∈ P). Denote the lowest (claimed-)cost
path from the sourceS to the destinationD by LCP (S, D); denote the lowest (claimed-)cost path from the source
S to the destinationD that does not include nodei by LCP (S,D;−i). Then the destination simply chooses
LCP (S,D) as the packet forwarding path fromS to D, and the payment to nodei is

pi = cost(LCP (S,D;−i))− cost(LCP (S,D)− {i}),

where the functioncost() sums the costs of all links on a path,LCP (S, D)−{i} consists of the links on the LCP
but with the link starting from nodei removed, if nodei is on the path.

The above description assumes that the cost of each link is known to the transmitter of the link. However, the
transmitter of a wireless link needs the receiver’s feedback to estimate the link cost, namely the required power
level. Handling cheating in estimating link cost is a challenging task. Below we will show that the link-cost
estimation scheme of the Ad-Hoc VCG protocol [2] is flawed; therefore their overall protocol does not preserve
incentive compatibility.

Consider the link-cost estimation algorithm used in the Ad-hoc VCG protocol (see Equation (2) of [2]). The
transmitter sends a pilot signal at a given power levelP emit; the receiver sends back the ratioR between received
power level and target (minimal) power level; and then the transmitter determines its transmission power level
P = P emit/R so that the operational power level is achieved at the receiver.

Given this protocol to determine link power level (i.e., link cost), we have a simple example shown in Figure 3
to show that a straightforward application of VCG cannot be a dominant-subaction solution. Suppose that the real
cost of link AB should be 1 (e.g., P emit = 5 andR = 5). Recall that a dominant subaction of B must be the
best choice of Bno matter what subactions other nodes (such as A) choose. Therefore, it is enough for us to
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Cost of link AB:
A cheats only: 6

True cost: 1
Given A cheats, B cheats: 2

S B

C

4 4

6 6

A D

Figure 3: Illustration: VCG alone doesnotguarantee the existence of a dominant-subaction solution in routing.

consider the following specific subaction of A (with an attempt to overclaim its link cost): A sends atP emit = 5;
after receiving the feedback about the ratioR between received and target power level at the receiver, instead of
claiming5/R, node A claims5/R ∗ 6. Then,

• if B does not cheat, the claimed cost of link AB will be5/5 ∗ 6 = 6;

• if B chooses a cheating subaction (to underclaim the cost by reporting R = 15), the claimed cost of link AB
can be decreased back to 2.

With this subaction of A, if B does not cheat, then the LCP is the lower path in the figure, B receives zero payment
and has a utility of 0. If B takes the above cheating subaction, it receives a payment of 12-4-2=6 which covers its
cost of 4 on link BD and results in a positive utility of 2. Therefore, with this subaction of A, it is beneficial for B
to cheat. Consequently, truthfully helping A to report the cost isnot a dominant subaction of Bby the definition of
dominant subaction.5

Note that the above example uses a binary estimation scheme. We can show similar examples using other
estimation schemes such as the well-known SNR based scheme.

We remark that the proof of Ad-Hoc VCG [2] is invalid in the case illustrated above. In the proof of their
Lemma 2, they argue that a node like B in Figure 3 will not underclaim the cost of AB because, with the under-
claimed cost, A will not be able to reach B in the data transmission phase. However, this argument becomes invalid
if A cheats. Just as shown in Figure 3, with a cheating A, when B underclaims the cost of AB, the claimed cost
(= 2) is still higher than the real cost (= 1) of the link. Therefore, A should still be able to reach B in this case,
and so the proof is flawed.

The above problem is a direct consequence of mutually dependent types. With private types, this problem does
not exist. To see this, we look at the same example. However, this time each node can determine the costs of its
outgoing links by itself. Therefore, if the claimed cost of AB is 3 when A takes a cheating subaction and B does
not cheat, then the claimed cost of AB is still 3 when A takes the same cheating subaction and B takes any cheating
subaction. As a result, B’s cheating is no longer beneficial. (To gain more insight, interested readers can refer to
the proof in [13] that VCG mechanisms result in dominant action if each user has a private type.)

Consequently, the main remaining technical challenge is how to prevent neighbors from cheating in determin-
ing link cost. Below we present a cryptographic technique to address this issue.

4.2 Prevent Cheating in Determining Link Costs

Consider a nodei and its neighborj. There are two possibilities of cheating by nodej regarding the costPi,j :

• Case (A): nodej cheats by makingPi,j greater.

• Case (B): nodej cheats by makingPi,j smaller.

5Note that this example doesnot involve any collusion, because a colluding group maximizes the group’s overall utility in some sense
(e.g., sum of group members’ utilities), while in our example, we only consider the utility of one single node, B.
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In case (A), because we choose the lowest claimed-cost path, nodej becomes less likely to be on the packet
forwarding path (and thus less likely to get paid). Even if nodej is still on the packet forwarding path, its payment
will decrease. In summary, this kind of cheating is not beneficial to nodej. Therefore, if we can find a way to
prevent case (B), then we can prevent a neighbor from cheating.

We prevent case (B) using a cryptographic technique. Nodei sendspseudo-randomtest signals at increasing
power levels. Each test signal contains the cost information of nodei at the corresponding power level. We require
that nodej report all the test signals it receives to the destination. Because test signals sent at lower power levels
are not received by nodej directly and other nodes who can heari’s signals can not relay them toj under our
model in Section 2, nodej has no way to report such a test signal to the destination.6 Finally, the destination
“translates” nodej’s reported test signals to derive the corresponding costs and selects the minimum cost for node
i to reach nodej.

To achieve the above goal, suppose that nodei shares keyki,D with the destinationD. Also suppose that the
identifier of the session is(S, D, r), wherer is a random number used to distinguish different sessions with source
S and destinationD. Then, for each available power levell (in increasing order), nodei computes a test signalhl

by encrypting[S,D, r, l, αi] (whereαi is a cost-of-energy parameter representing the cost of unit energy at node
i) using keyki,D and attaching a Message Authentication Code (MAC) using the same key. Since onlyi andD
knowki,D, only i andD can compute these test signals (hl’s). Furthermore,hl is protected by the MAC so that it
is infeasible for any other node to tamper withhl. Note that, in the above formula,S, D, andr cannot be omitted
because we do not want different sessions to use the samehl.

To set up a shared keyki,D between nodei and destinationD, we use the well-known Diffie-Hellman key
exchange in cryptography: suppose that nodei has a private keyki and a public keyKi = gki , and thatD
has a private keykD and a public keyKD = gkD (whereg is a primitive root in a group where computing
discrete logarithm is hard). Then we haveki,D = gkikD = (KD)ki = (Ki)kD . Note that nodei can getki,D by
computing(KD)ki andD can get it by computing(Ki)kD . Readers who are not familiar with cryptography can
read references such as [42] for details.

4.3 Protocol for the Routing Stage

Given the preceding solution, next we present our routing protocol. The protocol is an on-demand routing protocol
in that the source initiates a route discovery after receiving a session from the application layer. (For ease of
presentation, in the following protocol description we assume∀i, Pi = P.)

4.3.1 Source node’s test signals

• SourceS starts a session ofM packets. SourceS divides the packets intodM/be blocks, whereb is the
number of packets in a block.

• SourceS picks a random numberr0.

• Let H be a cryptographic hash function.S computesr = HdM/be(r0). (Note thatr depends on the number
of blocks in the session — this property will be useful in the packet forwarding protocol.)

• For each power levell ∈ P (in increasing order),S sends out (TESTSIGNAL, [S, D, r], [S, hl]) at power
level l, wherehl contains an encryption of[S,D, r, l, αS ] using keykS,D and a MAC of the encryption using
the same key.

4.3.2 Intermediate node’s test signals

Upon receiving (TESTSIGNAL, [S, D, r], [P , h]) from an upstream neighborP , an intermediate nodei does the
following.

6Note that this is a binary link model. A more general lossy link model is considered in [49].
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• Nodei sends out (ROUTEINFO, [S, D, r], [P , i, h′]) at power levelPctr (wherePctr is a power level for
control messages such that the communication graph is connected when all links use power levelPctr for
transmission). Hereh′ is computed by encryptingh using keyki,D. For integrity, this message is protected
by a MAC using keyki,D.

• If the TESTSIGNAL is the first onei receives for session (S, D, r), then for eachl ∈ P (in increasing
order), nodei sends out (TESTSIGNAL, [S, D, r], [i, h′l]) at power levell, whereh′l contains an encryption
of [S, D, r, l, αi] using the keyki,D and a MAC of the encryption using the same key.

4.3.3 Route information forwarding

Upon receiving (ROUTEINFO, [S, D, r], [P , i, h]), an intermediate nodej does the following:

• If this ROUTEINFO is new to nodej, then nodej sends out (ROUTEINFO, [S, D, r], [P , i, h]) at power
levelPctr.

4.3.4 Destination protocol

DestinationD maintains a cost matrix for each session (S, D, r). Each entry of this matrix is an array of power
level and cost-of-energy parameter.

• Upon receiving (TESTSIGNAL, [S, D, r], h) from neighborP , D decryptsh, verifies the MAC using the
keykP,D, and “translates”h to the corresponding power levell and cost-of-energy parameterαP . D records
(l, αP ) in the cost matrix’s entry for link(P, D).

• Upon receiving (ROUTEINFO, [S, D, r], [P , i, h]), D decryptsh, verifies the packet’s MAC using key
ki,D, and “translates”h to the corresponding power levell and cost-of-energy parameterαP . D records
(l, αP ) in the cost matrix’s entry for link(P, i).

After collecting all link cost information,D checks, for each link, that the cost-of-energy parameter does not
change. ThenD chooses the minimum power level in record for each link, which determines the minimum link
cost together with the cost-of-energy parameter.D computes the lowest cost path fromS to D in this cost graph,
using Dijkstra’s algorithm. Denote the computed lowest cost path byLCP (S, D). LCP (S,D) is the chosen path
for packet forwarding. Recall that the lowest cost path in the graph without nodei by LCP (S, D;−i). Then the
unit payment(i.e., the payment for one data packet) to nodei is

pi = cost(LCP (S,D;−i))− cost(LCP (S,D)− {i}).

(Note that all the above computation can be finished inO(N3) time.)

4.4 Analysis of the Routing Protocol

Theorem 2 If the destination is able to collect all involved link costs, then the protocol given in Section 4.3 is a
routing-dominant protocol to the routing stage.

Proof: Consider nodei. Leta(r)
i be the subaction of nodei in the routing stage that follows the protocol faithfully.

Let ā(r)
i 6= a

(r)
i be a different sub-action. Leta(r)

−i be an arbitrary subaction profile of all other nodes in this stage.
We will show that

u
(R)
i (a(r)

i , a
(r)
−i ) ≥ u

(R)
i (ā(r)

i , a
(r)
−i ).

We note that the difference in nodei’s subaction (̄a(r)
i versusa(r)

i ) can only lead to difference in the claimed
costs of link(i, j)’s and/or link(j, i)’s (which, in turn, may influence the routing decision and the prospective
utility). Because we are using VCG payment, the prospective utility of nodei is independent of claimed costs of
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link (i, j)’s. So it is enough to consider the difference in claimed costs of link(j, i)’s. Note that our cryptographic

technique prevents nodei from reducing costs of link(j, i)’s (with high probability). Therefore, with̄a(r)
i , the

claimed costs of link(j, i)’s can only be greater or unchanged. For simplicity, let us assume that the cost of only

one link(j, i) is increased bȳa(r)
i . (If more than one such link costs are increased, we can prove the result similarly,

by considering the change of one link cost at a time.) There are three cases:
(1) With a

(r)
i , nodei is not on the packet forwarding path. In this case, withā

(r)
i , nodei is still not on the

packet forwarding path, because increasing an upstream neighbor’s cost to reach a node cannot move this node
itself to the lowest cost path. Therefore,

u
(R)
i (a(r)

i , a
(r)
−i ) = u

(R)
i (ā(r)

i , a
(r)
−i ) = 0.

(2) With a
(r)
i , nodei is on the packet forwarding path, but the link(j, i) is not (i.e., nodej is not the upstream

neighbor of nodei along this path). Then with̄a(r)
i (i.e., with increased cost of link(j, i)), the packet forwarding

path is not changed. Because the link(j, i) is not onLCP (S, D), cost(LCP (S, D)) is not changed. Because
the link (j, i)) has an end pointi, it cannot be onLCP (S,D;−i); thuscost(LCP (S,D;−i)) is not changed.
Therefore,pi is not changed. Considering the cost ofi is not changed as well, we know thati’s prospective utility
is not changed:

u
(R)
i (a(r)

i , a
(r)
−i ) = u

(R)
i (ā(r)

i , a
(r)
−i ).

(3) With a
(r)
i , nodei is on the packet forwarding path, and so is the link(j, i) (i.e., nodej is the upstream neighbor

of nodei along this path). Then with̄a(r)
i , we will have a greatercost(LCP (S,D)). Therefore,pi decreases and

so does the prospective utility:
u

(R)
i (a(r)

i , a
(r)
−i ) > u

(R)
i (ā(r)

i , a
(r)
−i ).

Thus we finish the proof. 2

RemarkNote that a routing-dominant protocol works in practice only if the computed payments can be enforced,
and that the enforcement of payments is addressed in the forwarding stage.
RemarkAll the above analysis ignores the cost of control messages.
Remark Our proof covers all possible subactions, including claiming false power levels and claiming false cost-
of-energy parameters.

5 A Secure Framework for the Packet Forwarding Stage

In the preceding section we have described our routing protocol, in this section we describe our packet forwarding
protocol.

5.1 Design Techniques

We first describe our design techniques.

5.1.1 Block confirmation using reversed hash chain

For efficiency, data packets of a session withM packets are transmitted in blocks. Each block consists ofb packets
(except the last block in a session which may have fewer packets). After the transmission of each block, the
destination gives the intermediate nodes a confirmation, which proves that they have succeeded in transmitting this
block. Only after getting this confirmation will the intermediate nodes continue to forward the next block.

We give a very efficient way to implement block confirmations using reversed hash chain. Recall thatH
is a cryptographic hash function. Letr0 be a random number selected by the source of a session. The source
computesrm = Hm(r0) for blockm. Because there are altogetherdM/be blocks, we letr = rdM/be. The source
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makesr public and computesrdM/be−m as the confirmation of them-th block. Therefore, it is very easy for any
intermediate node (and any outsider) to verify this confirmation by checking

r = Hm(rdM/be−m).

On the other hand, it is infeasible for any intermediate node to forge the confirmation of any block that has not
been successfully transmitted to the destination. Note that, when an intermediate node receives the confirmation
of the m-th block, it can drop the confirmation of the (m − 1)-th block because them-th block’s confirmation
actually proves that all the firstm blocks have been successfully transmitted.

5.1.2 Mutual decision to resolve conflict

It is still possible that the source and the intermediate nodes disagree about whether the “next block” (i.e., the
block immediately after the last one that has a confirmation) has been successfully transmitted. To eliminate
the incentives to cheat, we use a technique calledmutual decision[26]. That is, the source decides whether the
intermediate nodes should be paid for the next block, while the intermediate nodes decide whether the source
should be charged for this block. Note that no node will decide payment/charge to itself for this block. Therefore,
every node has no incentive to cheat.

Specifically, the source sends the encrypted confirmation at the end of the corresponding block to the desti-
nation, and the destination releases the (decrypted) confirmation if it has received the block successfully. If an
intermediate node has transmitted a block but does not get the confirmation, it submits the routing decision to the
system (e.g. the central bank in [48]) so that the source is still charged for this block.

5.2 Protocol for Packet Forwarding

5.2.1 Routing decision transmission phase

Upon finishing the routing discovery phase, the destinationD sends the routing decision

([S,D, r], LCP (S,D), PS ,

{(Pi, pi) | i is an intermediate node onLCP (S,D)}),

with a digital signature along the reversed path ofLCP (S,D), wherePi (resp.,PS) is the power level that nodei
should use to forward (resp., send) data packets andpi is the unit payment nodei should receive. Each intermediate
node forwards the routing decision at a power level that can reach the upstream neighbor of the forward path of
LCP (S,D). For ease of explanation, we assume links are bidirectional in this section.

5.2.2 Data transmission phase

Upon receiving the signed routing decision, the source verifies the digital signature accompanied the decision. If
the signature is valid, the source enters the data transmission phase. In this phase, the source and the intermediate
nodes send data packets at the computed power levels (PS or Pi in the routing decision, respectively). The source
node sends out data packets in blocks. Recall that each block containsb packets. Together with the last data packet
in them-th block, the source sends outrdM/be−m = HdM/be−m(r0) (which is encrypted using keykS,D = KkS

D ).
Then it waits for a confirmation before it sends the next block.

Once the source sends out packets in a block, the intermediate nodes forward them alongLCP (S, D) to the
destination. After finishing a block, the intermediate nodes also wait for a confirmation before they start forwarding
the next block. Once the destination receives all the packets in a block, it decryptsrdM/be−m. It sendsrdM/be−m

in clear-text back alongLCP (S, D), as a confirmation of this block. Upon receiving the confirmation of themth
block, each intermediate node verifies thatr = Hm(rdM/be−m). If this is correct, then the intermediate node saves
the confirmation (which replaces the previously saved confirmation in this session) and forwards it back along
LCP (S,D).
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Upon receiving the confirmation of one block, the source node starts sending the next block. Suppose that, in
a session, the last confirmation saved by nodei is rdM/be−m. Then all nodej beforei on the path gets a payment
of pj · b · m from the source by submitting this confirmation to the system. If some packets in the(m + 1)-th
block have been transmitted but the confirmation is never received, then the intermediate nodes submit the routing
decision to the system so that the system charges the source node

∑
i pi · b in addition. Note that this amount of

credit does not go to the intermediate nodes, but goes to the system.

5.3 Analysis of the Packet Forwarding Protocol

Theorem 3 Suppose thatR is a routing decision computed by the routing subactions designated by the protocol
in Section 4.3. Assume that, for any node on the packet forwarding path, the computed payment is greater than the
cost. Then the protocol presented in Section 5.2 is a forwarding-optimal protocol to the packet forwarding stage
underR.

Proof: We use a standard game-theoretic technique,backward induction, to give our proof. Using this technique,
we start from the end of the forwarding stage and show that the intermediate nodes should forward the confirmation
of the last block as specified in the protocol; then we go back in time and show that each node making a decision
in the forwarding stage should follow the protocol; thus, we can conclude that following the protocol is a subgame
perfect equilibrium.

It is clear that each intermediate node should forward the confirmation of the last block because we ignore the
cost of control packets (no matter they forward control packets or not, they get the same amount of payment and
have the same amount of cost). Going back one step in time, we find that, for the same reason, the destination
should send out this confirmation. Furthermore, we note that the last node on the path before the destination should
forward the last packet to the destination, because otherwise it would not get the confirmation and would lose the
payment for the last block. Therefore, each node on the path should also forward the packet given that the nodes
after it would forward the packet. A similar argument works foreverypacket in the last block. Then we go back
to the last-but-one block and have a similar argument for this block. Finally, we go back to the routing decision
transmission phase. In the phase, note that the intermediate nodes cannot tamper with the routing decision because
it is protected by a digital signature. If an intermediate node drops or corrupts the routing decision packets, then
the session stops and it has a utility of0. Because the payment would be greater than the cost if the session does
not stop, it is a better choice for the node to forward the routing decision packets. 2

Remark The preceding theorem requires the condition that for any node on the packet forwarding path, the com-
puted payment is greater than the cost. This condition is necessary to avoid the scenario that if the payment is
equal to the cost, then a slight disturbance will cause the node to behave differently. This condition is practical in
that it is unlikely that a node will cooperate if the payment is just enough to cover the cost.

Theorem 4 Our complete protocol, including the routing protocol in 4.3 and the packet forwarding protocol
in 5.2, is a cooperation-optimal protocol to ad-hoc games under previous conditions.

Proof: This immediately follows from Theorems 2 and 3. 2

6 Evaluations

In this section we evaluate our protocols.

6.1 Simulation Setup

To perform the evaluations, we implement our protocols using the GloMoSim simulation package [19]. Our
protocols are implemented in the application layer to allow maximum flexibility. We bypass the routing layer and
use source routing. We use IEEE 802.11 (at 2 Mbps) as the MAC layer to capture contentions. We also modify
the propagation and radio layer to be able to send at multiple power levels.
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We perform simulations in various setups. In this paper we report the results from one typical setup to evaluate
and illustrate the behaviors of our protocols.

The setup consists of 30 nodes that are randomly distributed in an area of 2000 by 2000 meters. Each node
has two transmission power levels at 7 and 14 dBm. Theα value of each node is1. The propagation model is
free space model and adding noise does not change the results much. The connectivity of the nodes are shown in
Figure 5.

We generate traffic randomly. The start of a session (namely a source-destination pair) at a node (in which this
node is the source) is a Poisson arrival. The expected time interval between two sessions from the same node is
60 seconds. The destination of each session is picked uniformly from all nodes except the source. The number of
packets in each session is uniformly distributed from 1 to 10, with packet size being 1024 bytes.

6.2 Evaluation Results
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(b) forwarding energy cost
Figure 4: A network with 30 nodes running for 15 minutes.

We start our evaluation by observing the credit balance of the nodes (namely the total credit received by
forwarding others’ traffic minus the total credit paid in order to send one’s own traffic). Figure 4 (a) shows the
credit balances of the nodes for a duration of 15 minutes. The initial credit of each node is 0. We observe that the
credit balances of some nodes increase monotonically while those of some other nodes decrease monotonically.
Figure 4 (b) shows the accumulative energy the nodes spent in forwarding others’ traffic. Comparing Figure 4
(a) with Figure 4 (b), we observe that the nodes accumulating more credits also spend more energy in forwarding
others’ traffic. Thus it shows that the protocols are fair.
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Figure 5: A network with 30 nodes. The ID’s of the nodes are labeled. A link between two nodes indicates that
they are neighbors. To avoid too many links, links between nodes at close locations are not drawn. The credit
balance and forwarding energy cost at the end of 15 minutes are represented by the sizes of the circles.
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Figure 5 investigates the relationship among credit balance, the total energy spent in forwarding others’ traffic,
and the position of a node. In this figure, we draw two circles at each node. The area of the solid circle represents
the credit balance of a node (after shifting to make all credit balance non-negative), and that of the dashed circle
shows the energy the node spent in forwarding others’ traffic. We can observe that the position and connectivity
of a node are the major factors which determines the number of packets a node forwards as well as the payment
it receives for forwarding each packet. In general the nodes in the “center” of the network forward more packets,
thus earning more credits. This can be observed from the figure since the larger circles are in general in the center
of the network. However, nodes 1, 3, 21, although at the perimeter, also earn more credits because they are on the
critical paths of some other nodes.
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Figure 6: Relationship among Euclidean distance, payment, and forwarding energy cost. The points labeled with
+ are payment and those with x are forwarding energy cost.

Figure 6 further investigates the relationship among Euclidean distance of the source and the destination of a
session, the payment to the intermediate nodes, and the energy consumed by the intermediate nodes. In this figure,
we plot two points for each session. One point has its x coordinate as the Euclidean distance from the source to
the destination, and y coordinate as the total credits the source pays; the other point has its x coordinate as the
Euclidean distance from the source to the destination, and y coordinate as the total cost the other nodes used to
forward packets for this session. It is clear from this figure that payment is almost always higher than cost when
there are intermediate nodes forwarding packets. We also observe that payment and forwarding energy cost can
exhibit interesting behaviors. For the sessions with node 19 as the source, at short distance, payment and cost are
both zero because node 19 can reach its destinations directly. Then, the further away the destination, the higher the
forwarding energy cost other nodes spent, and the higher the payment to the intermediate nodes. On the other hand,
for sessions with node 28 as the source, although the forwarding energy cost is in general increasing, the payment
exhibits interesting behaviors. At low distance, the payment is either very low or very high. The explanation is that
if the destination is at the lower half of the network, since node 3 is a critical point, then node 28 needs to make
a high payment because the alternative path is the long path through the upper half of the network; on the other
hand, if the destination is at the upper half of the network, the competition between nodes 21 and 26 reduces the
payment. At long distance, namely for destinations at the opposite side of the network, node 28 has two alternative
paths with similar energy costs; thus the payment can be even lower.

Our system assumes that each node will always forward packets if doing so can maximize its utility, and always
generate packets if there is a request for communication from the application layer. One interesting experiment is
that a node will no longer generate any new packets after its credit balance is below a threshold. This is reasonable
since if a node can have very negative credit balance, then other nodes may not have incentives to forward its
packets.

Parts (a) and (b) of Figure 7 show the evolution of credit balances and forwarding energy cost. The threshold
is -300. We observe that the threshold prevents the credit balances of nodes 5, 22 and 2 from dropping below
-300. As a result, nodes 5, 22 and 2 will stop generating new packets after their balances are below the threshold,
forward others’ packets to earn credits, and then generate their own packets after they have earned enough cred-
its. A negative effect of this threshold, however, is that it may also reduce the total throughput of the network.
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Figure 7: A network with 30 nodes running for 30 minutes with balance threshold.
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Figure 8: Reduction in throughput after using threshold.

Figure 8 verifies the reduction of the total packets delivered in the network. We observe that at the beginning the
network with the threshold and that without the threshold achieve similar throughput. However, as time evolves,
the threshold approach clearly slows down.
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Figure 9: Node 3 cheats or follows the protocols when the other nodes in the network cheat or follow the protocols.

Finally we study the effects of cheating. Since we have already established the incentive-compatibility of our
protocols, the results are mainly to illustrate the negative effects of cheating. Specifically, we study the effects
when an intermediate node tries to cheat by falsely reporting the costs of the links from itself to its neighbors. This
can be done by sending values that are either higher or lower than the true costs in the transmitted TESTSIGNAL’s.
Parts (a) and (b) of Figure 9 show the evolutions of credit balances and forwarding energy cost of node 3 in four
different settings: node 3 cheats or is honest, and the other nodes cheat or are honest. In these evaluations, a node
cheats by sending a cost that is higher than the true cost; the results for sending a cost that is lower than true cost are
worse since packets may be dropped. For the settings where the other nodes cheat, a node cheats with probability
0.5. We observe from the figures that node 3 accumulates the highest amount of credits when it is honest and the
others try to cheat. On the other hand, when it tries to cheat but the others are honest, node 3 accumulates the least
amount of credits. It is clear that following the protocols brings the highest utility to node 3.
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7 Discussion on Remaining Challenges in Incentive-Compatible Design

In previous sections, we have designed a cooperation-optimal routing and forwarding protocol. Our design applies
to a specific context: relatively stable topology, user’s utility is a function of payment received and energy ex-
pended, etc. In this section, we discuss the remaining challenges. We hope that this discussion will lead to further
investigation of incentive-compatible ad hoc networks.

7.1 Challenges Arising from Ad Hoc Networks

We first outline the remaining challenges that arise from ad hoc networks.

Indistinguishability of sending and not sending a messageThe impossibility result in Section 2 is established
under two indistinguishable scenarios: if there is not a third node hearing nodei’s message, then clearly there is
no way for us to distinguish this case from the case that nodei does not send the message. Even if we assume
that every message is heard by a third node, we still can hardly solve this problem. Since the third node is also
selfish, why should it present evidence that nodei has sent the message? It is not to its own interest to help nodei,
generally. Furthermore, even if this third node does present evidence that nodei has sent the message, why should
we believe it? Can’t it be colluding with nodei?

Loss wireless channelsWireless channels are notoriously unpredictable [1] and pose challenges. Previous work
has assumed that the channel is reliable [12]. In this paper, we have presented a binary channel model; our design
can be extended to a lossy link model where the packet loss rate is relatively stable [49]. However, channel loss
probability may not be fixed due to rapid changing environments. It remains an open question how the wireless
channels should be modeled.

Interference in wireless communicationsInterference in wireless communications pose further challenges. When
two nodes in an ad hoc network send messages simultaneously, the two messages may collide. Therefore, each
message actually becomes interference to the other. Such interference is challenging to incentive-compatible de-
sign in two aspects. First, with interference, all communication links in an ad hoc network are unreliable. As it
is well-known in the distributed computing community, in a network with unreliable communication links, even a
very simple goal like distributed agreement cannot be achieved by any protocol. An incentive-compatible design
needs to achieve much more complicated goals, and thus seems hardly possible. Second, note that nodes can
actually use interference as a tool to cheat the protocol. For example, suppose that a protocol chooses the shortest
path as message-forwarding path and uses a payment scheme to reward the nodes that forward messages. When
the protocol attempts to computes the shortest path, a node outside the shortest path can interfere with the com-
munications of the nodes on the shortest path, such that the real shortest path cannot be computed. In this way, the
computed message-forwarding path may go through this cheating node, and so it benefits.

Wireless link capacity constraintsOur system computes a minimal cost path for a given source-destination pair.
However, for certain networks, some links may be capacity limited. If the computed minimal cost path does not
have enough capacity to satisfy the bandwidth demand, the mechanism may settle with more expensive path which
can satisfy the bandwidth demand. Therefore, we may define the optimal outcome to be the minimal cost path
which satisfies a bandwidth requirement. This is particularly challenging in ad hoc networks since the achievable
throughput problem [25] is NP-hard and constant factor approximation algorithm in the general setting is not
known. Application may have other performance requirements, e.g. delay, loss and jitter.

Mobility of ad hoc nodesMobility of ad hoc nodes poses another challenge. When a routing protocol computes
a path, the computation is based on one specific topology. However, given mobility of nodes, the topology of
the network is constantly changing. In our current design, we assume a semi-static topology, and ignore control
overhead. However, if the ad hoc network is so dynamic that the topology has changed significantly before a newly
computed path is used, then routing is totally meaningless. Even if the network is not that dynamic, the routing
protocol may need to recompute paths frequently. Because an incentive-compatible routing protocol usually needs
to collect information from the entire network, frequently recomputing paths is expensive and may overweigh the
benefit of incentive compatibility in some cases.
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7.2 Gap Between Game-theoretic Models and the Reality

A key contribution of our paper is the observation that results from standard game theory literature may not
be directly applicable or a direct application may result in incorrect results. We have addressed themutually-
dependent-typeproblem. However, challenges remain.

Need for payment center and/or public-key infrastructure Our design is a payment system, and thus need an
entity such as a payment center to resolve payment issues. A related assumption is the existence of a public-key
infrastructure. We need this infrastructure because we need to identify and authenticate users; otherwise, payments
between users can never be enforced. It can be challenging to setup a payment center and infrastructure.

Trustworthy payment computation In our design, we made the choice that it is the destination who computes
the payment. However, there may not exist any entity that is completely trustworthy in a civilian ad hoc network,
unless we use tamper-proof hardware to build nodes. An alternative may be that a node not involved in the game
performs the computation of the mechanism. However, it is not clear whether such a node is really trustworthy.
For example, a participant of the game may bribe this node to change the output.

Communications to the “mechanism” In our design, we make assumptions about the connectivity of the net-
work and use cryptographic techniques to protect the communications between each node and the mechanism.
However, if the connectivity assumption is invalid or proper cryptographic technique cannot be adopted (e.g.,
due to efficiency considerations), then intermediate nodes on the path can peek at and tamper with the messages.
Furthermore, intermediate nodes may drop routing messages to cheat the mechanism.

Extra communications among nodesOur design assumes that there are no communications among the players.
This assumption can be valid in many scenarios. However, there may be scenarios where nodes communicate with
each other. We call such communications “extra communications” because they are not in the game we consider.
The existence of such extra communications makes it impossible to find any dominant-strategy solution: Suppose
that a player broadcasts all its private and semi-private information to all other players. Then there is no reason for
another player to follow the protocol — obviously that player should employ the information it has received and
strategize to get benefit.

Convergence issue of greedy behaviorBefore our work, there is a substantial amount of work on incentive-
compatible design of ad hoc networks (see, among others, [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 27, 28, 33, 48]). If we only consider
previous solutions that have provable properties in incentive compatibility, we may distinguish two broad classes:
those withstrongincentive compatibility, and those withweakincentive compatibility. Here, by strong incentive
compatibility we mean that, no matter how other nodes behave, it is always to the best interest of a node to follow
the protocol. In contrast, by weak compatibility we mean that, under the assumption that all other nodes follow
the protocol, it is to the best interest of a node to follow the protocol. (Readers who are familiar with game theory
can easily see that a solution with strong incentive compatibility corresponds to a dominant-action solution in a
strategic game, while one with weak incentive compatibility corresponds to a Nash solution. Note that our solution
concept of cooperation-optimality can be viewed as a relaxation of strong incentive compatibility.

For weak incentive compatibility (Nash equilibrium solution concept), an agent may change its strategies in
response to other agents. The question is how fast the system can converge to a Nash equilibrium. Pure strategy
Nash equilibrium may not exist. These issues have just begun to be explored [20] in ad hoc networks.

7.3 Performance vs. Incentive Compatibility

To provide incentive-compatibility, we may need to pay a higher control overhead compared with efficient non-
incentive compatible solutions. It is not clear how we quantify this efficiency loss. When incentive compatible
mechanism sacrifices too much performance, it may not be deployed since the network may not function. In that
case, the system designer may settle with anad hocsolution. It would be interesting if we could rigorously design
such solutions.
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7.4 Incentive compatible at every network layer

So far we have focused our discussion on routing and forwarding. However, incentive compatibility must be dealt
in every layer. For shared media, agents may behave strategically when accessing the media [8]. The transport
layer may behave greedily as well. Application layer may also have its incentive issues [20]. Do we need to
incorporate a separate incentive compatible mechanism in every layer? It is particularly challenging to design
coherent incentive-compatible solutions that address strategic issues in all layers.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

Wireless ad-hoc networks are often formed by nodes belonging to independent entities. These nodes do not
have to cooperate unless they have incentives to do so. Therefore, both routing and packet forwarding become
games. We propose the feasible notion of cooperation-optimal protocols and design the first incentive-compatible,
integrated routing and forwarding protocol in wireless ad-hoc networks. Combining incentive mechanisms and
security techniques to address the issue that a link’s cost is not private but is determined by two nodes, we design
novel routing protocols for both deterministic link models and probabilistic link models. We show that following
the protocols is a dominant action for this stage. We also show that there does not exist a forwarding-dominant
protocol. The implication of this result is that, forwarding others’ traffic may not always result in maximal utility
for a node. A node may choose not to forward in some cases in order to maximize its utility, depending on other
nodes’ actions. We propose an efficient forwarding protocol based on the use of hash chains in cryptography to
deliver payments. Our simulation results demonstrate that our protocols provide incentives for node to forward
packets.

We have assumed fairly general node action space. A possible research direction is to design practical and
efficient solutions with the support of secure hardware to limit a node’s action space. Other interesting and related
open questions include key management in ad-hoc network, issues related with node churns, mobility, intermit-
tently reachable nodes, colluding selfish nodes, and malicious nodes. In particular, our use of cryptographic
techniques to solve game theory problems in wireless ad-hoc networks is novel. This paper shows the first exam-
ple and we believe that it is a promising direction and can be applied in many other settings such as congestion
control games.

Finally we would like to point out that incentive compatible protocol design is really in its infancy. With the
unpredictable nature of ad hoc networks due to interference and mobility, the mismatch between game-theoretic
model and reality, and the tradeoff between performance and rigorous incentive compatibility, incentive compatible
protocol design in ad hoc networks is really in search of principles.
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